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Sir Francis Galton, the founder of Eugenics, a humane and highly gifted man, tried to 

think of some reason why so many noble lineages should have died out for want of 

heirs. To be exact, he asked himself why twelve out of thirty-one peerages conferred 

upon English judges from the days of Queen Elizabeth had become extinct, and why 

six others had come perilously near extinction. The solution he hit upon was this. The 

peers had married heiresses. An heiress worth marrying for the size of her legacy 

must have come from a very small family: if she had had a brother or many sisters, 

her legacy could hardly have been so great. In the days when families were so much 

larger, a small family was usually a sign that the parents were unable to have more 

children—not a sign that they chose to have no more. Differences in the ability to 

have children are strongly inherited: somewhat infertile parents tend to have 

somewhat infertile children. And so the noble lines died out through an inheritance of 

infertility.  

 

Let us set aside improving thoughts about the evils of avarice and of a desire for self-

aggrandisement, and draw only this particular moral: that where monogamy prevails, 

the fertility of a marriage is limited by the less fertile partner: one partner sterile 

sterilizes both. This is one example of how social habits or conventions may affect the 

genetic welfare of mankind. Monogamous marriage is part of the genetic system of 

most human beings. In my lecture last week I described the genetic system of a 

species as the whole of that which affects the flow of genetic information from one 

individual to another and from one generation to the next, and I discussed the idea of 

a genetic system in very general terms. The time has now come to point more directly 

at some of the factors which may influence the genetic make-up of human 

populations.  

 

 

Effects of Social Habits and Legislation  
It is extremely difficult to think of any social habit or act of legislation that has no 

genetic consequences. Penal, fiscal, social, moral, medical, political, or educational 

laws, schemes, treatments, habits or observances will all make some mark on our 

genetic structure. Advances in the application of medicine have changed the entire 

pattern of the forces of mortality. Taxation which falls unequally upon people with 

different innate endowments will affect the number of children they have, and 

therefore the genetic make-up of future generations. Differences of educability are to 

some extent inherited. Most educated parents want their children to enjoy their own 

advantages—a costly ambition, sometimes; and to achieve it they sometimes have 

fewer children than they might have wished. Migration will intermingle people with 

different genetic constitutions. It may be a matter of movement from village to village 

in an agricultural community, or it can take place on a colossal scale: between 1820 

and 1950 some 40,000,000 foreigners entered the United States. Economic pressures 
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can promote migration and political action can stop it; both, then, may have genetic 

effects.  

 

But intermixture does not follow inevitably from migration. By marrying mainly 

among themselves, people who observe the Jewish religion have kept their racial 

unity: their blood groups are characteristically those of eastern Mediterranean 

peoples; their finger-prints belong to a distinctive family of patterns; they are almost 

exempt from some hereditary diseases and almost the only victims of others. Jewish 

people owe their integrity to a special form of assortative mating, the mating of like 

with like. The tendency of people of the same educational standing to marry each 

other has to be kept firmly in mind when trying to weigh up the heritability of 

intelligence; and the same applies to marriages between people of the same 

temperament or physique. Assortative mating between people of the same economic 

or social standing will tend to produce a genetical stratification of the community, but 

migration from class to class will tend to break that differentiation down.  

 

Inbreeding could be classified as a form of assortative mating. Inbreeding makes for 

genetic uniformity, and its effect upon species like ours, genetically adapted to 

outbreeding, is invariably bad. For example, very rare hereditary disorders turn up 

much more frequently among the children of marriages between first cousins than 

among the population as a whole. As a general rule the Roman Catholic Church does 

not allow marriages between first cousins—another example of how religious 

observances may have genetic consequences.  

 

 

Finding the Right Niche  
There are other less obvious but perhaps more important ways in which our social 

structure can affect our genetic make-up. A man may not always choose an 

occupation that will turn his inborn abilities to their best advantage, but he will often 

choose an occupation in which his disadvantages show up least. In children’s comic 

papers, the scholarly youth can be identified not only by his earnest expression but by 

his spectacles and his spots. The inference we are presumably expected to draw is that 

long poring over books has deranged his vision and brought on an impurity of the 

blood; but I detect also the faint implication that his scholarly habits were brought on 

by his poor eyesight or his sickly constitution: it was because he could not take to 

football that he took to books. From the neolithic revolution onwards— perhaps for 

the past 10,000 years—the tendency of men to occupy the niches in a complex society 

for which their constitution fitted them, or failed to unfit them, must have played a 

very important part in the enrichment of mankind.  

 

Obviously, then, a multitude of social forces can affect the genetic make-up of human 

populations. But the great problem is: what is the nature and magnitude of their 

effects? Sometimes, in a modest way, we can predict them. Assortative mating will 

keep negroes and whites genetically apart in America or South Africa —though we 

hardly need a geneticist to tell us that. The consequences of inbreeding and of 

marriages between first cousins can be foretold in general terms. Our knowledge of 

simple mendelian heredity in human beings makes it possible to forecast the kind of 

children that will issue from certain marriages, and our powers of prediction would be 

greatly strengthened if it were always possible to identify the potential parents of 

victims of so- called ‘recessive diseases’. Again, it is a fact that radiations increase the 
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rate of mutation, and that nearly all mutant genes which are obtrusive in their action 

are harmful. So far as we understand its effects, therefore, radiation is indeed a 

genetic insult to mankind. We know enough, I think, to be able to say that 

hybridization between people of different races need not be expected to lead to an 

improvement, because both races will probably have adopted the well-balanced 

genetic constitution that matches their own environments; on the other hand, it might 

prove favourable in the long run because hybridization enriches diversity and might 

therefore produce a more versatile genetic structure than before. But we cannot be 

sure.  

 

 

Much We Cannot Be Sure About  
There is indeed an immense amount that we cannot be sure about. Yet, in spite of that, 

you will have heard it said that the fall of nations can be traced to genetic causes—for 

example, to the persistent infertility of a ruling class; you have been alarmed by 

insistent declarations that we are declining rapidly in intelligence; you have been 

stirred by the pronouncement that man can now control his own evolution; you have 

admired the easy assurance with which some people put a genetic interpretation upon 

differences of temperament and character—of the qualities that make for leadership or 

bravery or co-operativeness, or for economic success; and you have been taken aback 

by the confidence with which some experts will assert what other experts will just as 

confidently deny. The idea that a man’s genetic con— situation is not merely 

important but all-important, and that genetic knowledge is so far advanced that we can 

make nice judgments about our past or future genetic health, together add up to the 

doctrine or state or mind which, to be in the fashion of these things, should be called 

geneticism. Geneticism is the application to human affairs (or indeed to livestock 

breeding or natural selection or evolution) of a genetic knowledge or understanding 

which is assumed to be very much greater than it really is. It may surprise you to 

know that there is still no comprehensive theory of the improvement of livestock 

animals by selection. Geneticists have made great progress with their attempts to 

replace an empiricism of do’s and don’t’s by sound genetic principles; but until those 

principles have been established, it might be as well to forbear from grandiose 

prophetic or retrospective utterances about the genetic welfare of mankind.  

 

 

Obstinately Diverse Populations  
The same goes for our understanding of evolution. Twenty years ago it all seemed 

easy: with mutation as a source of diversity, with selection to pick and choose, and 

with a mainly homozygohs make-up to be aimed at, all we were left to wonder about 

was why on earth evolution should be so slow. But we now know that natural 

populations are obstinately diverse in their genetic make-up, and that the devices 

which make them so are bound to make them rather resistant to evolutionary change. 

Our former complacency can be traced, I suppose, to an understandable fault of 

temperament: scientists tend not to ask themselves questions until they can see the 

rudiments of an answer in their minds. Embarrassing questions tend to remain 

unasked or, if asked, to be answered rudely. That is why I thought it important, two 

weeks ago, to put an innocent question about the causes of evolutionary advancement. 

And here is another: why does so much of evolution lend itself to a belief in the 

inheritance of acquired characters? As I shall explain in my final lecture, belief in 

Lamarckism—in the idea that the environment can somehow issue genetic 
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instructions to living organisms—is founded upon a misconception far wider than 

merely concerns genetics; but the question I put—how comes it that a Lamarckian 

style of inheritance should be so astutely imitated?—must still be asked, though I 

shall not have time at present to explain how an answer has been taking shape.  

In the years since the war, the study of selection and evolution has undergone an 

important change of emphasis, one which is highly relevant to our attempt to interpret 

the action of genetic forces on mankind. I should like now to give you a general idea 

of what has been going on.  

 

In my lecture last week I classified the inborn differences between human beings. 

First, you may remember, there are characteristics that divide us into sharply distinct 

categories: we either have or have not the particular defect which makes itself 

apparent as haemophilia or as phenylketonuria; our blood group is either A or AB or 

B or 0. If all such differences were to be discovered—a great many have been—then 

each human being could be labelled and identified by his possessing a certain 

particular combination of alternative genes. Mr. X, we should say, is of blood group A 

(as opposed to B) and of M (as opposed to N) he is Rhesus positive (as opposed to 

Rhesus negative)—and so on for all his characteristics, not merely the properties of 

his blood. This system of labelling would confirm us in a straightforwardly atomistic 

conception of evolution—in the belief that the units of inheritance and evolution were 

always certain particular things called ‘genes’.  

 

 

Smoothly Graded Differences  
But then I mentioned another kind of difference—that which divides us not into 

sharply distinct classes but by gradations or degrees. So with height or shape or 

intelligence; with fertility and growth rate and length of life; and presumably with 

character and temperament as well. I said that these smoothly graded differences 

behaved as if they were under the combined control of a very large number of 

particular genes. Inheritance of this kind is accordingly described as ‘polygenic’. 

Inheritance of the other kind can be called ‘segregative’ because it separates us into 

clear and well-defined groups.  

 

Segregative differences were the first to be analyzed successfully and they are the first 

we learn about when we study genetics. A number of early attempts to investigate 

what we now call polygenic inheritance came to grief because the central principle of 

mendelian heredity had not yet come to light: the principle that the inborn differences 

between organisms do not tend to decay and disappear as a result of a blending of 

characteristics. On the contrary, mendelian heredity works in such a way that the 

proportion of individuals having one genetic make-up or another can be assumed to 

remain constant from generation to generation unless something special happens to 

prevent its being so. This was a discovery of Newtonian stature, and it can be put, if 

we like, in a Newtonian style: the genetic structure of a randomly interbreeding 

population remains constant from generation to generation except in so far as some 

impressed force (like natural selection) is brought to bear upon it. Just as for Newton 

it was not motion but change of motion that called for a special explanation, so it is a 

change of genetic structure that demands to be explained. So far as we know, 

mendelian inheritance, in this general sense of a conservation of inborn diversity, is a 

principle that applies to the whole of genetic inheritance; but it must on no account be 

confused with what is sometimes called ‘mendelizing heredity’ or ‘simple mendelian 
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inheritance ‘— the three-to-one ratios you may have heard of, or the comparatively 

simple rules that are relied upon when a matter of disputed parentage is brought to 

law. This simple mendelian inheritance is something of a special case.  

 

 

Freakishness of Segregative Inheritance  
The historical order in which genetic discoveries were made, and the order in which 

we were taught them, incline us to forget an important truth: that polygenic 

inheritance is the general rule and that segregative inheritance is always unusual and 

sometimes freakish. What is so unusual about segregative inheritance is this:  

that the genes to which we attribute it have pretty well the same effects no matter 

what the rest of a man’s genetic constitution may be. With the very rarest exceptions, 

the gene that turns Mr. X into someone of blood group A will also turn Mr. Y into 

someone of blood group A, no matter how different Mr. X and Mr. Y may be in other 

respects. This state of affairs, as I say, is unusual; and because it has this unusual 

character, the inheritance of differences between our blood groups can be seen to obey 

the simple mendelian rules. And what I meant by the word ‘freakish’ was this. If 

some complex chain of chemical processes is necessary for the normal working of the 

body, then any mutation which breaks one link in that chain will cause a pretty 

obvious and far-reaching abnormality. A mutant gene of this kind will almost always 

make itself apparent, no matter what the rest of the constitution may be; and because 

its effect is both obtrusive and uncompromising, its inheritance will be seen to obey 

simple mendelian rules. This is why so much of the human heredity that is studiable 

reads like a doctor’s case-book; but the forms of heredity that can be seen to obey 

fairly simple rules are not a representative sample of heredity as a whole.  

 

The trouble is that the whole way in which we think about genetics has grown up 

round these somewhat unusual cases; and, as a result of this, we are under a constant 

psychological pressure to think of polygenic inheritance as if it were just a highly 

complicated form of simple segregative inheritance—as if it were elementary 

mendelism scored for a full symphony orchestra. But polygenic inheritance must be 

studied in its own right. Without doubt it has many regularities, analogous to those we 

see in ordinary segregative inheritance; but most of them have yet to be discovered. 

The study of polygenic inheritance and of the effects of selection upon graded, 

measurable characters is still in its beginnings. Its analysis is time-consuming and 

very difficult. The people who study it are confronted by strange and at present 

inexplicable phenomena. They are the last people in the world to make cock-sure 

predictions about the consequences of selection—least of all about selection as it 

affects the welfare and destiny of man. It is not true that we now know how to control 

our own evolution—if by ‘control’ is meant directing it towards a predetermined goal. 

We are not entitled by our present knowledge to put a genetical construction upon the 

rise and fall of nations. We do not understand the inheritance of differences of 

temperament or character; all we do know about the matter is what we have learnt 

from the evolution of tameness or docility in domesticated animals: that some such 

characters are under some kind of genetical control.  

 

 

Using Our Knowledge  
This does not mean that we have to preserve a self-righteous silence until further 

bulletins are issued from genetical back rooms. We can already use to very good 
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purpose our knowledge of human medical genetics, which is mainly a genetics of 

segregative differences, for the reasons I have just explained. We can call attention to 

what seem to be dangers according to present ways of thinking—for example, to the 

decline of human intelligence which I shall discuss next week. We can expose 

fallacies when they are cruel (like the belief that imbecility must represent a general 

decay of the genetic constitution) or when they are merely silly, like the belief that 

some special virtue travels down the male (as opposed to the female) line of descent. 

And then we can make cautious statements about the effects, so far as we understand 

them, of certain genetical practices or habits. One of the questions I put in my first 

lecture was this: is the practice of birth control and family limitation so unnatural that 

it is bound to have evil consequences? This is a question of great practical 

importance, so let me spend the rest of this lecture discussing what the consequences 

of birth control might be.  

 

Two distinct things are involved in a deliberate limitation of the size of families, and 

they must be kept apart. The first is a restriction of the total number of children born 

to a married couple; the second is a tendency which need not go with it, though it 

usually does—a tendency to complete a family earlier in life than would otherwise 

have been the case. I shall discuss the second first.  

 

The most general effect of an earlier completion of families will be to shorten the 

average gap between successive generations: one generation will follow another more 

quickly, so that whatever genetical changes are happening will happen faster in terms 

of calendar years. More particularly, we can look forward to a sharp decline in the 

numbers of newborn children afflicted by Mongolian idiocy or by any other disease 

that increases in frequency with their mothers’ age. We can expect the sex ratio at 

birth to shift still further in favour of males, with the consequence that, for the first 

time perhaps, men will outnumber women in their marriageable years. We can expect, 

too, a decline in the frequency of ordinary (that is non-identical) twinning.  

 

A less obvious and much less important effect will be to relax the pressure of natural 

selection against inherited abnormalities which can defer their outward appearance 

until about the middle of life: I have in mind abnormalities like Huntington’s Chorea, 

manic depressive psychoses, and certain forms of cancer. On the whole, these 

diseases do not disqualify their victims from parenthood until after most of their 

children have been born—from which it follows that the genes responsible for them 

will have been passed on before natural selection has much opportunity to intercede. 

An earlier completion of families will reduce the force of selection still further—a 

matter of minor importance, perhaps, but not altogether negligible.  

 

 

Younger Mothers  
So much seems fairly clear; the rest is a matter of guesswork. An earlier completion 

of families implies that a human pedigree will hereafter run through a succession of 

rather younger mothers —mothers much younger, on the average, than they would 

have been a hundred years ago. This may just conceivably be a good thing, for the 

following reason. It is now widely agreed that human egg-cells do not increase in 

number after birth: women make do with the entirely adequate number they have to 

begin with, and the egg-cells are used up progressively in course of life. This means 

that egg-cells are obliged to wait for years in the ovary before they are shed into the 
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Fallopian tube, where they may or may not be fertilized. Too long a wait, repeated 

generation after generation, might just possibly be harmful. It would be very 

interesting to study the recorded pedigrees of noble families and trace the fate of the 

lineages that went through last daughters of last daughters of last daughters. I must 

tell you that when an experiment which reproduces this state of affairs is carried out 

on animals called rotifers, the lines of descent that pass repeatedly through older 

mothers invariably die out. But then rotifers are very lowly and highly aberrant pond 

animalcules; it would be very unsound to draw far-reaching conclusions from a 

comparison between rotifers - and human beings of noble birth.  

 

A restriction of the total number of children has several genetic consequences, one of 

which is to make the work of human geneticists even more difficult than it already is. 

It will certainly reduce the frequency of all diseases of children—above all haemolytic 

disease of newborn children—which tend to take a more severe form or to occur more 

often in the later children of a family. But it has one effect which is genetically 

unfavourable, though on a rather microscopic scale. When married couples plan to 

have fewer children than they could have had, they can, and sometimes do, make up 

for the loss of one child by having another. If a child has been lost through the 

manifestation in it of some highly damaging recessive gene—of a gene that must be 

inherited from both parents if it is to make its presence felt—then there is a two-thirds 

chance that the normal child which might replace it will be a carrier, though not a 

victim, of that harmful gene. To some very slight degree, therefore, the effect of 

natural selection will be circumvented, for the harmful gene will circulate just a little 

more freely in the population than would otherwise have been the case.  

 

 

Level of Fertility  
But what people really fear when they talk about the biological evils of birth control is 

this. In many countries, families are deliberately restricted to two or three or four. The 

pressure of natural selection against low degrees of fertility will therefore be, to some 

extent, relaxed. I mean that if families now average only two or three children, there 

will no longer be the same sharp discrimination between married couples who could 

only have had two or three children and those who, had they wished it, could have had 

ten or twelve. Some discrimination there surely will be; but it is theoretically possible 

that in a matter of tens or hundreds of generations the proportion of innately very 

fertile men and women may go down.  

 

If this were to happen, I think it would be looked back upon as an example—yet 

another example—of the way in which the level of fertility comes to be adapted to the 

prevailing circumstances. It is a fallacy to assume, as I fear some biologists still do 

assume, that the fertility of a species is a kind of primeval fixture—as if animals and 

plants were dri,en by some demon of fertility to have vastly more offspring than are 

needed. One can hear it said that the explanation of natural selection itself is that 

living things produce an allegedly ‘prodigious’ number of offspring, of which only a 

chosen few are spared. But to say this is to forget that the level of fertility adopted by 

any species is just as much the consequence of natural selection as its cause. There is 

in fact no good reason to fear that an innate decline of human fertility must be a stage 

on the road to extinction or that we shall face a struggle to keep mankind alive.  
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Of course, one can imagine circumstances in which a low level of fertility might be 

very disadvantageous. Some frightful disaster might oblige a handful of human beings 

to populate the entire world anew. But why worry about the imaginary dangers of a 

low level of fertility in the distant future when confronted by the real dangers of a 

high level of fertility as it affects so many countries of the world today? These are real 

and present worries; yet one of them at least we can spare ourselves: on present 

evidence, there is no reason to believe that the world-wide adoption of the practice of 

birth control would have biologically malign effects. On the contrary, there is every 

reason to believe that failure to adopt some measure of family limitation will lead, in 

the long run, to misery, privation, and economic distress.  

 

 

 


